
- Terms of Use -
Thank you for 
your support!


It makes me so happy to see that you like my graphics and that 
you want to use it in your wonderful creations!  Thank you so 
much for choosing CAROUSEL OF CLIP ARTS. I share the 
same enthusiasm creating my clip arts that are helpful to you! 

Credit is required for any free or paid resource that includes my clipart (my logo and a link to CAROUSEL OF CLIP ARTS: 

https://artillux.com/store/carousel-of-clip-arts/	
By downloading these clipart graphics, you agree to the Terms of Use (see details below).

Clip art must always be combined with your own educational content in product for sale. Clipart may not be sold “as is” (graphics by themselves.)

All clipart must be in JPG or secured PDF format to protect graphics. Clipart can be used in Smartboard Lessons if flattened and secured.


IMPORTANT

PERMITTED NOT PERMITTED
  Images can be used in lesson plans, classroom center activities, worksheets,  
task cards, activities, centers, certificates, student writing paper, store 
banners. Clips art must be used as design element along with your own 
educational content.

 Educational flashcards, posters, games, puzzles, puppets, bags/gift tags, 
postcards as long as there is a clear educational purpose. These products 
must be accompanied by teacher notes and not just consist of a collection of 
images only.

 Coloring pages may be included in a product but ONLY when being used to 
support your own ideas & work. Using the images as coloring pages on their 
own in some type of coloring book is NOT PERMITTED.

 Use my clips in Boom Cards, Easel, Seesaw, and other digital resources 
provided that images are not used as movable elements, and they are 
flattened with text and other design elements.

  Use clips in class decor products, provided that they are combined with

other elements (borders, backgrounds, words, etc.)

  Use my designs to create resources for PERSONAL USE in your classroom or 
at home. If your are not planning to share or distribute these items, whether 
for sell or as freebie, you can use this clips as you like! 


  Creating your own clip art using Carousel of Clip Arts images.

  Sharing, trading, redistributing, or selling Carousel of Clip Arts graphics is 
not permitted.

  Share or sell Carousel of Clip Arts graphics with other people or on any 
online networks or platforms.

  Creating products, wether for sale or giveaway, where isolated graphics ate 
the main element; this include things like coloring pages, paper crafts, color 
by code, puppets that don’t have an educational component and aren’t 
integrated into a larger educational product.

  Use Carousel of Clip Arts images in on- demand printed commercial 
products for creating and selling cutting files, online games, apps or software, 
digitized embroidery, fabric, greeting cards, decals, clothing, notepads, 
stamps, stationary, stickers, etc. such as Etsy, Vista Print, etc.

  Use Carousel of Clip Arts art in books or any form of massive production.

  Use my clipart as part of a logo, comercial web, or blog design services

  Altering any images: recoloring, taking out facial features, placing patterns 
over the top etc. Use elements of my clipart to create your own pieces of 
clipart (including things like borders, digital papers, stationary, etc.)

  Unsecured images that are loose inside the document, enabling them to be 
lifted.

Please contact me at carouselofcliparts@gmail.com if 
you have any questions

mailto:carouselofcliparts@gmail.com

